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Decision rules of reciprocity include ‘I help those who helped me’ (direct reciprocity) and ‘I help those who have helped others’ (indirect reciprocity),
i.e. I help those who have a reputation to care for others. A person’s reputation is a score that members of a social group update whenever they see the
person interacting or hear at best multiple gossip about the person’s social
interactions. Reputation is the current standing the person has gained from
previous investments or refusal of investments in helping others. Is he a
good guy, can I trust him or should I better avoid him as a social partner?
A good reputation pays off by attracting help from others, even from strangers
or members from another group, if the recipient’s reputation is known. Any
costly investment in others, i.e. direct help, donations to charity, investment
in averting climate change, etc. increases a person’s reputation. I shall argue
and illustrate with examples that a person’s known reputation functions like
money that can be used whenever the person needs help. Whenever possible
I will present tests of predictions of evolutionary theory, i.e. fitness maximizing
strategies, mostly by economic experiments with humans.
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For direct reciprocity you need a face, for indirect reciprocity you need a name (David
Haig, Harvard University).

Cooperation implies costs and benefits for either partner. If investments do not
pay off immediately, because the partner invests later, there is the risk of being
exploited [1]. No guarantee exists that the partner will reciprocate. The investor
has to trust the partner. The experimental paradigm to study this scenario is
the trust game (e.g. [2]). There are two players, the sender and the receiver. The
sender is given, e.g. E10 that he can either retain or send to the receiver who
receives it tripled: E30. The receiver can retain the money or send any amount
back to the sender. The fair share would be to send back E15. Should the
sender risk losing their E10 hoping to receive E15? Any information about the
partner’s trustworthiness would reduce the risk of deceit. They may observe
the receiver’s potential smile. A ‘Duchenne smile’ is costly to produce [3] and
thus assumed to be an honest signal of trustworthiness. It has been predicted
[4] and shown that receivers produce it with high probability when they have
decided to send money back, but only if the stakes are high in the trust game.
When only little money can be gained they do not smile ‘Duchenne’ [5]. Another
way to learn whether a partner can be trusted is observing ‘eavesdropping’ [6,7], a
potential partner’s interactions with somebody else. It is not only humans who
profit from eavesdropping to decide whether to team up with somebody [8],
song sparrows have also been shown to distrust aggressive neighbours based
on eavesdropping [9]. The best way to judge the trustworthiness of a partner
would be to know the proportion of all their previous social interactions in
which they reciprocated help or invested in others, i.e. their reputation. I will
show that reputation can be gained by any kind of altruistic investment, e.g. helping group mates or donating money for refugees. All adds up in a single
currency—reputation. Therefore, I call it a universal currency that can be used
in any other social interaction. Some theoretical studies of the evolution of
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If I help you and later you help me, we have reciprocated help.
With the cost of helping being low and the benefit from receiving help being high, we both gain a net benefit. Trivers [1] listed
further conditions for ‘direct reciprocity’ to work, such as the
two individuals need to have a high probability to meet
again and they must trust each other: there is the risk of cheating when it comes to reciprocating help. Trivers already saw
that the Prisoner’s Dilemma (see [15] for review) describes
the scenario of the two reciprocators. If both cooperate they
both earn reasonably well, say E3 each. If one cooperates
and the other defects, the defector earns E5 and the sucker
0. If both defect, they receive E1 each. Whatever the other
one does, I earn more when I defect, hence both defect and
earn E1 each instead of E3 each had they both cooperated,
hence the dilemma. If, however, the game is played repeatedly
with no known last round, numerous strategies of playing C or
D are possible, preventing an analytical solution for finding the
best strategy. Axelrod [16] invited the brightest minds to provide their favourite strategy for a computer tournament. Tit
for tat (tft), a cooperative, retaliating and forgiving strategy
was the champion [17]—cooperate on the first move and then
copy your partner’s previous move. Some studies found tftlike strategies both in animals (e.g. [18–22] and others) and
humans (e.g. [23]). Further champions were similar, such as
generous tft [24] and ‘win-stay, lose-shift’ [25,26], and kept
the championship for almost 20 years until Press & Dyson
[27] described a class of ‘zero-determinant’ strategies including
extortionate strategies that beat any adaptive strategy including tft, etc. In the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma, the opponent
can only gain most by maximal cooperation; however, their
extortionate partner always gains more with the opponent’s
increasing cooperation. Humans are easily exploited by extortioners, yet not fully, because they eventually cease

3. Indirect reciprocity
In indirect reciprocity [30,31], a prediction from the bible is
verified—‘help and you shall receive’. Indirect reciprocity
has two steps:
(1) A observes that B helps C.
(2) A helps B.
Nowak & Sigmund [32,33] showed by both computer simulations and an analytical model that cooperation through
indirect reciprocity can evolve if everybody has an ‘image
score’ that is increased by one point after each act of helping
and is decreased by one point after each act of refused help.
A helps B only if they have a positive image score, i.e. reputation. If a person has helped more often than they have
refused help, they can expect help from others.
Wedekind & Milinski [34] tested whether Swiss students
would give money to others with a known image score even if
they were told that direct reciprocity was excluded. If they did
give money, would they preferentially help those who had a
positive image score? Eight groups with 10 students each were
tested. Each subject was anonymized with a pseudonym. The
benefit of giving was 4 Swiss francs for the receiver, whereas
the cost for the donor was 2 Swiss francs taken from their account.
Each subject played once in each of six rounds both as ‘donor’ and
as ‘receiver’. Each pair of players was randomly chosen, and
interacted in public under their pseudonyms. Everybody could
see all of the previous donor choices, ‘yes’ and ‘no’, of the receiver,
when the donor was asked ‘would you give 2 Swiss francs to
player x, yes or no?’ After the game, everybody received their
money in a way that did not disclose the players’ identity.
The receivers’ reputation had a significant effect on the
donors’ decisions whether to give money: the image score of
receivers who were given money was on average higher than
the score of those who got nothing in all but one of the eight
groups (figure 1). Those who gave rarely supported only
players who had a very high image score. Other experimental
studies found similar results [35–40]. Thus, human subjects
who have been helpful in the past are likely to receive help
from others through indirect reciprocity. A positive reputation
pays off in indirect reciprocity.
If individuals repeatedly interact within small groups
with different partners in a two person Prisoner’s Dilemma,
cooperation can emerge and also be maintained in the
absence of cognitive capabilities. It is sufficient for an individual to base their decision of whether or not to cooperate on
the outcome of their last encounter. Such generalized reciprocity, or upstream reciprocity, does not afford reputation
mechanisms ([41]; see also [42,43] for upstream reciprocity).
It is thus not a topic of this review. Here I review the role
of reputation in social interactions.
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2. Direct reciprocity

cooperating and lose money, providing the extortioner with a
greater loss of expected gain in an experiment [28]. The bad
reputation of being an extortioner might spread quickly, probably preventing the strategy from becoming frequent. All the
champion strategies rely on a short memory of up to two previous interactions. They might be beaten by a strategy that
learns over many interactions how trustworthy a partner is.
Their reputation as a reciprocator may spread through multiple
gossip [11,29] and become public knowledge in a community.
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cooperation assume that a person’s reputation is public knowledge (e.g. [10]), known either from direct observation of social
interactions or from gossip. Indeed, especially multiple gossip
about a person’s social behaviour can rather reliably spread a
person’s reputation [11]. Reputation gained via reciprocating
also helps in the trust game; the senders’ decisions were
strongly influenced by the gossip that was based on reciprocating behaviour [11]. This shows the strong relationship between
reciprocity, trust and reputation as described by Ostrom [12].
Reputation is not always positive: it is negative when a
person has mostly refused help. As Trivers [13] points out, a
social trait affects at least one individual other than the possessor of the trait with the effect that the actor confers a benefit but
suffers a cost, the actor gains but inflicts a cost, both parties
gain, or both partners suffer. Social behaviour can thus be
rather unsocial conferring a negative reputation to the actor. I
will review experimental studies of the role of reputation in
human social interactions, preferentially when studies tested
predictions of evolutionary theory: which strategy do we
expect to have evolved maximizing the actor’s fitness? I concentrate on studies with humans, because they are more
numerous than studies in non-human animals. This does not
mean that any kind of reputation management is rare in animals although gossip might be difficult. It is much more
difficult and laborious to study animals [14]; thus researchers
such as myself study reciprocity mostly in humans.
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Figure 1. Green columns show the average image score of all the receivers
who received money and red columns show the average image score of all
the receivers who did not receive anything in each of the eight groups. Data
are shown as deviations from the means per group and round to correct for
group and round effects (adapted from [34]).
Another mechanism that can enhance cooperation is reputation-based partner choice, or competitive altruism if there is
competition for the attention of other altruists or competition
for mates [44,45].
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4. Reputation dynamics—standing or scoring
Other theorists [46] questioned the suitability of the scoring
strategy and showed theoretically with a more complex population structure that Sugden’s [47] ‘standing’ strategy is
superior in establishing cooperation through indirect reciprocity. Using the image scoring strategy a player would correctly
refuse to help an individual with a low score thereby reducing
their own score. This player might suffer from not being
helped thereafter. In Sugden’s [47] standing model everybody
starts in good standing, but loses good standing by failing to
help a recipient in good standing. However, failing to help recipients who lack good standing does not damage the standing of
a donor. It seems to be fair to refuse to help someone who lost
their good standing without losing one’s own good standing.
Ohtsuki & Iwasa [48] did an in-depth analysis of these two
and several other reputation updating rules for indirect reciprocity and found standing strategies to be more successful than
scoring strategies in most cases. The updating rule defines the
‘reputation dynamics’ of a person [48].
We should study which strategy human subjects actually
adopt when they participate in indirect reciprocity games.
Because the results of previous experimental studies are compatible with either strategy, Milinski et al. [36] addressed the
preference for standing versus scoring in a specific experiment.
Each group included a secretly instructed NO-player who
always refused to help. Both standing and scoring would
always refuse to give to such a player. The decisive question
is, would their potential donors in turn penalize these players?
Image scorers would penalize them, standing players would
not, because not helping NO-players is justified. Figure 2
shows that these donors of the NO-players were penalized
almost as often as predicted for scoring but much more often
than expected from standing. Moreover, they compensated
for NOs to the NO-player by fewer NOs to others, which
would not make sense if they expected their co-players to
follow a standing strategy. Providing the subjects with first
plus second order information (‘much information’) compared

0

measured expected measured expected
much information little information

Figure 2. Strategies for reputation dynamics, image scoring and standing.
Mean (þs.e.) probabilities of donors of NO-players receiving NO per round
(during 16 rounds) of 12 groups with much information and 11 groups
with little information of six subjects plus one NO-player each. (a) Expectation
for image scoring: measured probabilities (filled bars) are compared with
expected probabilities (grey bars). (b) Expectation for standing. The black
bars are the same in (a) and (b) showing measured behaviour. The grey
bars show the average values calculated for the respective decisions assuming
(a) image scoring and (b) standing (adapted from [36]).
with first-order information only (‘little information’) appeared
to have no obvious effect on the donors’ strategy (figure 2),
probably because all players had directly observed all previous
interactions. Bolton et al. [35] obtained similar results.
Why do humans not adopt the superior reputation updating
strategy of standing? They use scoring, which is not among
Ohtsuki and Iwasa’s ‘leading eight’. They [48] assume that
each player has a binary reputation, either good or bad, which
is known publicly. This is a perfect world. In reality, people do
not know about all interactions. Missing information can be
filled by gossip to some extent [11]. If your potential receiver
has decided ‘no’ in their last interaction as a donor, you need
to know whether this ‘no’ was justified to determine whether
they are now in good standing and you will help them according
to a standing strategy. If they had responded with their ‘no’ to a
‘no’ of their previous receiver that they had decided as a donor,
you need to go further back to previous interactions until you
know whether the last ‘no’ you encounter was justified or not,
to determine whether your current receiver’s ‘no’ is justified
and they are in good standing. If information about only one
interaction is missing, you cannot decide how to respond to
your present receiver. This is different with an image scoring
strategy. A receiver’s image score is the net sum of all ‘yes’ and
‘no’ they have decided in the past. A rather cooperative person
will have a positive image score of, say, þ15. It does not
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If the Prisoner’s Dilemma game is played with more than two
players, it is a public goods game, i.e. the experimental paradigm to study a problem that Garrett Hardin [52,53] called
‘the tragedy of the commons’—‘Whenever people have free
access to a public resource, the resource will be overused and
collapse’. Examples proving Hardin right are plentiful: the
classic ones are overexploiting fish stock and unlimited use of
fossil energy that destroys the global climate through increasing CO2 emissions, followed by a steady increase of the
global temperature (IPCC report [54]). The public goods
game [55] is used to experimentally test hypotheses for solving
the tragedy of the commons.
For a typical public goods game four subjects are given an
endowment from which they can each invest anonymously
either E1 or nothing into a public account in each round of the
game. After each round the money in the account is doubled
and redistributed to all players irrespective of whether they
have contributed. If all invest, each has a net gain of E1. If three
players invest, each investor gains E0.50; however, the defector
gains E1.50. Defectors always gain more than cooperators.
With three defectors and one cooperator, each defector gains
E0.50; the cooperator, however, loses E0.50. This shows that
you gain less than you have invested. The gain maximizing strategy in a public goods game is to never invest anything. You hope
that others are irrational and invest. Usually public goods games
start with unpredicted cooperation, which quickly declines
during consecutive rounds (e.g. [55]). The public goods game
can be combined with the opportunity either to punish or to
reward specific co-players. If, for example, each public goods
round is followed by a round where each player can be punished,
e.g. loses E3 and the punisher pays E1, defectors are punished
preferentially and, as a consequence, contributions to the public
good are maintained at a high level—the tragedy of the commons
is resolved (e.g. [56–59]). However, due to the cost of punishing
and of being punished there is not usually a net gain from
increased cooperation ([60], but see [61]).
When players can choose between joining a public goods
game with and without the punishment opportunity repeatedly for 20 rounds, they increasingly choose having the
punishment option [62]. However, in the initial rounds the
majority opt against having the punishment possibility.
Having a single initial vote, the majority of subjects typically
decide for reward instead of punishment [63]. Is rewarding a
viable alternative to sustain high contributions in public
goods games? Considerable evidence has been collected showing that it is not. In direct comparisons the possibility of directly
rewarding co-players does not yield higher cooperation levels
than punishment [63,64] and among experienced players punishment is even more successful in fostering cooperation than
rewarding ([65,66]; see [67] for a review). Interestingly, subjects
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Figure 3. Percentage of cooperation (‘yes’) per group of six subjects in each
round of the public goods game (filled symbols) and in each round of the indirect reciprocity game (open symbols). In one treatment, the groups alternated
between rounds of indirect reciprocity and rounds of public goods game until
round 16 (blue); in the other treatment, groups started with eight consecutive
rounds of the public goods game and continued with eight rounds of the indirect reciprocity game (red); in rounds 17–20, groups of both treatments played
the public goods game, which was either announced (squares) or not
announced (diamonds) (adapted from [69]).
gain reputation by rewarding but not by punishing others.
Even ‘justified’ punishment of defectors is neutral with
regard to reputation ([8]; see also [68]).
A less costly way than punishment to induce cooperation
in the public goods game is provided by combining the
public goods game with a game in which a good reputation
is necessary for gaining money [69,70]. If rounds of the public
goods game are alternated with rounds of the indirect reciprocity game and players have the same pseudonym in
both games, the public good is maintained at the high starting level [69] (figure 3). Players who did not contribute to the
public good in one round were less often rewarded in the
next indirect reciprocity round than those that had contributed. Thus a good reputation gained in the public goods game
is rewarded in the indirect reciprocity game and defectors do
not risk losing their reputation. When this risk is removed by
telling players after round 16 that only rounds of the public
goods game will follow, contributions to the public good collapsed (figure 3). Thus, the pending risk of rounds where
reputation matters had enforced cooperation. A theoretical
analysis later showed that the reputation effect is predicted
to be stable ([70]; see also [71,72]).

6. Strategic investment in reputation
The previous results suggest that humans invest in cooperation
only if it will pay-off because their reputation is a valuable
currency in the future. However, if the subject knows that
they will not be recognizable as the person that did not
cooperate in a previous game, will they cooperate less than if
they know they will be recognized? Do humans invest strategically in reputation when they know that their costly investment
will pay off in inevitable future interactions [73,74], and do they
stop investing when this is not the case?
Semmann et al. [39] again alternated rounds of the public
goods and the indirect reciprocity game, but this time allowed
for reputation transfer from the public goods to the indirect
reciprocity game only in some rounds but blocked this transfer
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5. Reputation helps solving the tragedy of the
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matter if information about a few interactions is missing, their
image score will still be positive and you help them if you use
a scoring reputation updating strategy. Standing strategies
might have failed too often in the past, so that humans today
prefer the less precise but applicable reputation updating strategy of scoring. New theoretical approaches have approved the
above reasoning formally and have re-established the validity
of the scoring strategy [49,50], but see [51] for a different solution.
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Figure 4. For the public goods (PG) rounds (circles) and indirect reciprocity (IR) rounds (squares), the group mean ‘yes’ per round for both treatments are shown. In
treatment 1 (black), the groups played PG rounds, from round 11 to round 20 with their transferable name (T) (filled symbols) and from round 21 to 25 with their nontransferable name (NT) (open symbols). In treatment 2 (grey), the groups played PG rounds, from round 11 to round 20 with their non-transferable name and from round
21 to 25 with their transferable name. The period from round 1 to 10 was identical in both treatments (three PG rounds played with the non-transferable name, two IR
rounds with the transferable name, three PG rounds with the transferable name and two IR rounds with the transferable name) (adapted from [39]).

in other rounds. The subjects were each provided with two
different pseudonyms. One name, the non-transferable name
(NT), was used only in some public goods rounds, whereas
the other name, the transferable name (T), was used in
rounds of both games. In each round of the public goods
game the subjects knew whether they played with their transferable or non-transferable name. Would they invest less in the
public pool when playing with the non-transferable name?
After some training rounds, 10 groups with six subjects
each played 10 consecutive rounds of the public goods game
with their transferable names followed by five rounds with
their non-transferable names. To control for sequence effects,
10 other groups played their first 10 consecutive rounds of
public goods with their non-transferable names followed by
five rounds with their transferable names. Figure 4 shows
that the level of cooperation was much higher during the
rounds with the transferable name. Hence, the subjects were
either selfish or cooperative in the public goods game conditional on whether the player knew whether their decision
would be known in another social game. The knowledge of
being recognized as the same individual in both games motivated players to invest in their reputation and thereby sustain
the public resource. Also in non-human animals, strategic
reputation building seems possible. Bshary [75] suggested
that tactical deception in cleaner fish should occur if it pays
to alter the optimal behaviour in a situation to induce
responses in bystanders (clients). Studies on ‘eavesdropping’
in animals (e.g. [9]) are suggestive of indirect reciprocity.

7. Eyes as signal of being observed
How do humans assess whether their actions are observed?
Only subtle cues of being watched, such as two stylized eyelike shapes on the desktop background, suffice to change behaviour from selfish to social [76]. A photo showing a pair of

eyes attached to a cafeteria honesty box significantly raises
the donated amount compared with an attached flower
symbol; the eyes were most effective when looking directly at
the observer ([77]; see also [78]). Being just ink on paper, the
signal obviously elicits unconscious hard-wired reactions. Electrophysiological approaches have been used in humans to
determine responses to eye gaze. Event-related brain potential
(ERP) responses recorded from the lateral temporal scalp of
normal subjects showed larger responses to isolated eyes compared to full faces [79]. Neuro-imaging studies in humans have
also highlighted a role for the superior temporal sulcus (STS)
and amygdala in gaze processing; the STS is likely to be essential for recognizing the eyes, head and body as stimuli used in
social communication, whereas the amygdala is likely to be
essential for attaching socio-emotional significance to these
stimuli [80]. The neurophysiological evidence suggests that
to care about our reputation seems to be a ‘hardwired’ prerequisite of our social life (see review [81]). Also prosociality
in infants and children can be seen as an example of evolved
(gene programmed) cooperation, e.g. [82].

8. Reputation is valuable within and outside
one’s own social group
If players reward cooperative behaviour in the public goods
game of their own group members and refuse to reward uncooperative behaviour, the incentive for donating in public goods
games could be direct reciprocity, not necessarily reputation
building. The interaction with indirect reciprocity should therefore sustain cooperation in public goods games only when the
same players play in both games. We would expect that cooperative players from another public goods group should
not be rewarded in indirect reciprocity games.
To test this prediction, Semmann et al. [40] had groups of
12 students each playing simultaneously. They were informed
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Figure 5. Group composition in public goods (PG) and indirect reciprocity (IR) rounds in each of six IR-rounds and in each of six PG-rounds. The cut-off of the figure
in the second PG-round indicates that this sequence is continued. See §8 for details.

that six of them would play together in one group for the pair
(i.e. indirect reciprocity) game and the other six in another
group for the same type of game (see figure 5 for the experimental design). The same six people would play the pair
game repeatedly and they could recognize their co-players by
their pseudonyms. Every second round they would play the
group (i.e. public goods) game. For this game, three people
of each group for the pair game would be combined with
three people of the other pair game group. Also this group
composition would remain stable whenever they played the
group game. Again they would recognize their co-players by
their pseudonyms. Everybody could observe every interaction
on the screen and the sequence of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ decisions of
each potential receiver was displayed in the indirect reciprocity
rounds. There were six rounds of each type of game. Tests
ensured that the subjects had understood the design. Now
we can compare how the same subject reacted to a ‘no’ (or
‘yes’) given in the previous public goods round in the indirect
reciprocity round when the receiver had been either in the
donor’s own or in the other public goods group. Surprisingly,
the subjects did not treat own group members and foreign
group members differently, even though they recognized
them. This suggests that reputation is a label that is taken
into account in social interactions irrespective of where this
reputation has been gained. The label says ‘this is a helpful
person deserving to be trusted’.

9. Gaining good reputation through donations
to charity
If reputation is transferable between social groups transporting
the message that a person is a valuable and trustworthy social
partner, the same kind of reliable reputation could be gained
by giving to charity. It has to be ensured, however, that
people know about it. Milinski et al. [37] did an experiment in
which groups of six subjects each played several rounds of the
indirect reciprocity game. After each episode of being asked:
‘do you want to give DM (¼ Deutschemark, before E in
Germany) 2.50 to this person?’ (if yes, the receiver obtained

DM 4), the player was asked: ‘do you want to give DM 2.50 to
UNICEF?’ (if yes, UNICEF obtained DM 4). It was made clear
that the amount of money on UNICEF’s account would be
sent to UNICEF and every player would receive a copy of the
receipt. As a result, giving to UNICEF was rewarded in the
next round of indirect reciprocity; not giving was not rewarded.
Even a reputation gained through giving money away from
the group is rewarded in indirect reciprocity rounds. However,
this worked only when donations to UNICEF were done ‘in
public’, i.e. every group member could see it with the
donor’s pseudonym. In control groups in which the subjects
knew that no information about their donations would be
announced to the group, dramatically less money was donated
privately to UNICEF. Again cooperation was conditional on
others being able to see it. For further examples of how
making contributions in public helps cooperation see [83,84].

10. Gaining reputation through averting climate
change
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) published its fourth report early in 2007, saying that to reduce the
risk of dangerous climate change, global greenhouse gas emissions should be reduced to about 50% of the present level by
2050. While substantial emission reductions are likely to have
negative short-term economic effects, failure to accomplish
this reduction may well incur dangerous climate change later,
resulting in substantial human, ecological and economic
losses. Preserving the global climate is a natural public goods
game. All people on Earth take part in this game. Milinski
et al. [85] asked groups of six students each to invest in a ‘climate
public goods’ pool, either with their pseudonym, recognizable
in the alternating indirect reciprocity game, or they were completely anonymous. The money in the climate public goods
pool was, after doubling, not distributed among the players
but used for an advertisement in a widely read daily newspaper, with information about the global climate and simple rules
for reducing CO2 emission. Every second group received
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Figure 6. Money (E) per group of six subjects invested in a climate pool in each round of the non-anonymous (filled) and anonymous (open) climate public goods
game. In one treatment (well-informed), the groups received additional expert information about the state of the global climate (red); in the other treatment (littleinformed), the groups received no additional information (blue) (adapted from [85]).

written expert information about the state of climate research
from the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology.
The players invested more in the climate account when
they were provided with expert information (figure 6). Personal investments in climate protection, however, increased
substantially if players could invest publicly, thus gaining
social reputation. This increase occurred because subjects
rewarded other subjects’ contributions to sustaining the climate, thus reinforcing their altruism. Therefore, altruism
may convert to net personal benefit and to relaxing the
dilemma if the gain in reputation is large enough. The finding
that people reward contributions to sustaining the climate is a
surprising result. There are obvious ways these unexpected
findings can be applied on a large scale.

11. The efficient interaction of reputation
building and costly punishment
‘Disciplining’ non-cooperators can be achieved through punishment and reputation building. Punishment incurs salient costs
for both the punisher and the punished, whereas reputation
mechanisms discipline by withholding action, saving costs for
the ‘punisher’. As a consequence, costly punishment may
become extinct in environments in which effective reputation
building—for example, through indirect reciprocity—provides
a cheaper and powerful way to maintain cooperation.
Unexpectedly, however, punishment is maintained at a low
level when a combination with reputation building is available
[86]. Costly punishment acts are markedly reduced although
not simply substituted by appreciating reputation. Indeed, the
remaining punishment acts are concentrated on free-riders,
who are most severely punished in the combination. When
given a choice, subjects even prefer a combination of reputation
building with costly punishment. The interaction between punishment and reputation building boosts cooperative efficiency
(figure 7). Because punishment and reputation building are
omnipresent interacting forces in human societies, costly punishing should appear less destructive without losing its
deterring force. Reputation is not only a currency in social interactions, it also helps to change our world to be less punchy and
more diplomatic.

6 sum of allocated sanctioning points

PUN
PUN&IR

5
4
3
2
1
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
period

Figure 7. Sum of allocated sanctioning points in the treatments ‘punishment, PUN’ and ‘punishment and indirect reciprocity, PUN&IR’ in each of
20 periods (adapted from [86]).

12. Conclusion
I have concentrated on the role of reputation when individuals
expect help from someone whom they did not help themselves.
This ‘stranger’ has an incentive to help if the individual in need of
help has previously helped others (indirect reciprocity). The
stranger might have observed these actions or heard gossip
about them. Evolutionary theory predicts that if the person has
helped more often than refused help they have positive image
score or reputation and should be helped [33]. For indirect reciprocity, reputation needs to be known; for direct reciprocation
of help remembering a face is enough. Any costly investment
in others increases a person’s reputation. Reputation is a strong
driver of cooperation, serving as a currency for future social
exchange [87]. The finding that pictures of watching eyes
enhance both cooperation and pro-social behaviour of young
children suggests evolved (gene programmed) cooperation.
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